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internships, fellowships, and  
professional Travel Grants
in 2011 – 2012, forty-two college- and graduate-level students received 
internships through the Museum’s paid summer internship program. 
The internships are designed to immerse individuals in the field and 
provide them with professional skills for future careers. The Museum 
also awarded forty-six doctoral-level students and senior scholars fellow-
ships for primarily one-year periods. The fellowships enable scholars 
from all over the world to undertake research on many aspects of the 
Museum’s collection. in addition, professional travel grants were 
awarded to seven members of the Museum’s staff for research and study 
in the united states and abroad.

Summer and Long-Term Internship Program, 2011 – 2012

Mentoring Internships

Cristina Cruz 
education 
Ba, stony Brook university, 2012

Giovana espejo 
image library 
Ba, university of north Carolina, Chapel hill, 2012

iris hu 
Visitor services and nineteenth-Century, Modern, and Contemporary art 
Ba, university of California, los angeles, 2012

Jennifer Mosby 
audience Development 
Ba, Yale university, 2012

Max ortiz 
editorial 
Ba, Washington state university, 2012

College Internships

allia Benner 
Greek and roman art 
Ba, Dartmouth College, 2010

allison Caplan 
arts of africa, oceania, and the americas 
Ba, Columbia university, 2011

Margaret Choo 
Visitor services 
Ba, Vanderbilt university, 2010

Deanna Clark 
education 
Ba, Georgia state university, 2010

Kristopher Driggers 
arts of africa, oceania, and the americas 
Ba, Yale university, 2011

Katherine finerty 
arts of africa, oceania, and the americas 
Ba, Cornell university, 2011

Bronwen Gulkis 
asian art 
Ba, university of Vermont, 2011

Jamie hoffman 
Digital Media 
Ba, university of southern California, 2011

hannah Korn 
Medieval art 
Ba, smith College, 2011

Claudia Mattos 
Communications 
Ba, Cornell university, 2011

Johanna Miller 
Jack and lewis rudin internship 
Medieval art 
Ba, hunter College, 2010

Jenny phelan 
education 
Ba, Trinity College, Dublin, 2010

The Museum continues to see increased attendance in our school 
visits program, with a total of 217,850 students visiting the Museum 
during fiscal year 2012, over 3,000 more than last year. While the 
majority of classes visit the Museum on a self-guided basis with their 
teachers, we welcomed more visitors on guided school tours: 55,789 
students participated in these visits, representing 7.42 percent more than 
last year. This year 53,005 students came to the Met from the city’s most 
underserved schools as identified by the federal designation Title i. 

professional development programs supported K –12 educators by 
building skills and confidence in teaching from works of art in the 
Museum. in a survey of more than 600 teachers who participated in pro-
fessional development at the Met during the past year, responses from 
94 educators revealed that 36.8 percent brought their students for self-
guided visits to the Museum after attending a workshop. an additional 

15.6 percent of respondents indicated that they were planning a future 
trip. The high percentage of teachers who return to the Museum with 
their students, in spite of logistical and budgetary challenges, reflects the 
value teachers place on experiences with original works of art and the 
strong curriculum connections made evident in educator programs. 

in the internship for high school students program, we eliminated 
prerequisites of art or art history knowledge and expanded the emphasis 
on skill building in order to attract a more diverse applicant pool, 
with a focus on students attending public high schools with Title i 
 status. Through collaboration with the new York City Department of 
educa tion office of arts and special projects, as well as the new York 
City housing authority, we increased participation from these target 
schools and plan to continue building upon this audience outreach in 
the future. 
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evander price 
The american Wing 
Ba, Vassar College, 2011

steven randall 
Jack and lewis rudin internship 
special publications 
Ba, alfred university, 2010

Catherine scrivo 
Jack and lewis rudin internship 
registrar 
Ba, university at Buffalo, 2011

lillian Wies 
asian art 
Ba, Wellesley College, 2010

Graduate Internships

Talia avisar 
european sculpture and Decorative arts 
Ma, Cooper-hewitt national Design Museum/parsons The new 
school for Design, 2010

rebecca Beyth 
antonio ratti Textile Center 
Ma, fashion institute of Technology, 2011

Monica espinel 
solow art and architecture foundation internship 
photographs 
Ma, hunter College, 2011

hui fang 
asian art 
Ma, university of oregon, 2013

ayşen Girit 
solow art and architecture foundation internship 
ancient near eastern art 
Ma, Bilkent university, Turkey, 2012

Kathryn howley 
William Kelly simpson internship for egyptian art 
egyptian art 
Ma, Brown university, 2013

Jennifer iacovelli 
The Costume institute  
Ma, new York university, 2012

Brittany McKinney 
Drawings and prints 
Ma, university of California, Davis, 2011

sequoia Miller 
The american Wing 
Ma, Bard Graduate Center, 2012

Kristen rudy 
Drawings and prints 
Ma, university of Massachusetts, amherst, 2012

Bryan stevenson 
Medieval art and The Cloisters 
Ma, fordham university, 2012

Tatiana Verdon 
arts of africa, oceania, and the americas Conservation 
Ma, fashion institute of Technology, 2011

Margaret Wessling 
photograph Conservation 
Ma, institute of fine arts, new York university, 2014

Long-Term Internships

Katherine abbey 
Twelve-Month internship in school and Teacher programs 
education 
Ba, amherst College, 2011

Matthew Breatore 
new York university institute of fine arts Curatorial studies iii 
Graduate internship 
el Museo del Barrio, new York 
phD Candidate, institute of fine arts, new York university

Corinne Colgan 
Twelve-Month Video/Media production internship 
Digital Media 
Ba, ithaca College, 2011

hannah freece 
The Tiffany & Co. foundation Curatorial internship in american 
Decorative arts 
The american Wing 
Msc, university of Delaware, 2011

Clara Granzotto 
six-Month internship 
scientific research 
Ma, università Ca’ foscari Venezia, italy, 2010

sofia lufkin 
The lifchez/stronach Curatorial internship 
The american Wing 
Ba, Yale College, 2011

raul Martinez 
six-Month internship 
european sculpture and Decorative arts 
Ma, new York university, 2011

lucy Medrich 
Twelve-Month editorial internship 
education 
Ba, university of pennsylvania, 2011

Fellowships for Art History Research

sylvan c. coleman and pamela coleman memorial 
fund fellowships

Clare fitzgerald, emory university, to conduct research for and to write 
her dissertation, “image as a Tool of spatial organization in ramesside 
Theban Tombs” 

antoniette Guglielmo (phD, university of California, santa Barbara: 
2008), to conduct research for and to write her book manuscript on 
how The Metropolitan Museum of art shaped the creation of american 
consumerism and public taste through its program of industrial arts 
from 1870 to 1940
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petra richter (phD, Yale university: 2010), to prepare her dissertation, 
“rumba: a philosophy of Motion,” for publication

Christina rosenberger, institute of fine arts, new York university, to 
conduct research for and to write her dissertation, “The early Work of 
agnes Martin”

Juliet Wiersema (phD, university of Maryland, College park: 2010), to 
expand her dissertation, “architectural Vessels of the Moche of peru 
(a.d. 200 – 850): architecture for the afterlife,” for publication

chester dale fellowships

Christopher oliver, university of Virginia, to conduct research for and 
to write his dissertation, “Civic Visions: The panorama and popular 
amusement in american art and society, 1845 – 1870”

edward Wouk (phD, harvard university: 2010), to revise his disserta-
tion, “reassessing the flemish raphael: The Graphic Works of frans 
floris de Vriendt (1519/20 – 1570)”

the douglass foundation fellowship in american art 

emily Burns, Washington university, st. louis, to conduct research for 
and to write her dissertation, “innocence abroad: The Construction and 
Marketing of an american artistic identity in france, 1880 – 1910”

annette kade fellowship

filiz Çakir phillip, freie universität Berlin, to conduct research for her 
project, “a stylistic study and analysis of Turkmen helmets”

the hagop kevorkian curatorial fellowship

elizabeth ann Knott, ancient near eastern and egyptian studies, 
new York university, to conduct research on the local and regional 
styles of ancient near eastern ritual objects and glyptic art in the second 
millennium b.c.

andrew w. mellon fellowships

songeun Choe (phD, university of illinois, urbana-Champaign: 1981), 
professor, Duksung Women’s university, to conduct research for her 
project, “a Comparative study of Korean Wooden Buddha images of 
the late Koryo period and Chinese Wooden sculpture from the five 
Dynasties to the Yuan period”

Giada Damen, princeton university, to conduct research for and to 
write her dissertation, “The Trade in antiquities between italy and the 
eastern Mediterranean (ca. 1400 – 1600)”

Davide Gasparotto (phD, università di pisa: 1995), Curator and art 
historian, national Gallery of parma, soprintendenza per i Beni storici, 
artistici e etnoantropologici di parma e piacenza, italy, to conduct research 
for his book project on the value of disegno and the relationship between 
invention and production in sixteenth-century italian decorative arts

Dipti Khera, Columbia university, to complete her dissertation, 
“picturing india’s ‘land of princes’ between the Mughal and British 
empires: Topographical imaginings of udaipur and its environs,” and 
prepare it for publication

Cornelia reiter (phD, universität Wien, austria: 1992), Curator and 
Vice Director, Graphic Collection, academy of fine arts, Vienna, 

austria, to conduct research on the austrian and German romantic 
drawings in The Metropolitan Museum of art’s collection, especially 
those of Joseph anton Koch and Jakob Matthias schmutzer

seung Yeon sang, Boston university, to conduct research for and to 
write her dissertation, “The Making of hybrid Ceramics: The establish-
ment of the Japan house Kilns and its influence on Japan’s Ceramic 
production during the seventeenth and eighteenth Centuries”

serdar Yalcin, Columbia university, to conduct research for and to write 
his dissertation, “seals and patronage in the ancient near east during 
the late Bronze age (ca. 1550 – 1150 b.c.)”

liangzhi Zhu (Ma, anhui normal university, China: 1989), professor 
of philosophy, peking university, China, to study Chinese paintings 
and calligraphy at The Metropolitan Museum of art with a focus on the 
work of shitao (1642 – 1707)

j. clawson mills fellowships

lara netting (phD, east asian studies, princeton university: 2009), 
to conduct research on the collection of Chinese paintings acquired 
by John C. ferguson for The Metropolitan Museum of art in 
1912 – 13

David pullins, harvard university, to conduct research for his disserta-
tion, “Cut and paste: Dematerialized images from Watteau to 
pillement”

theodore rousseau fellowships

nadia Baadj, university of Michigan, ann arbor, to conduct research 
for her dissertation, “Monstrous Creatures and Diverse strange Things: 
The Curious art of Jan van Kessel i”

erin Donovan, university of illinois, urbana-Champaign, to conduct 
research for her dissertation, “imagined Crusaders: Livres d’Eracles in 
fifteenth-Century Burgundian Collections”

nicholas herman, institute of fine arts, new York university, to con-
tinue research for his dissertation on Jean Bourdichon (1457 – 1521)

Cindy Kang, institute of fine arts, new York university, to conduct 
research for her dissertation, “Between easel and Wall: Tapestry, 
painting, and the nabis in Fin-de-siècle france”

Jeongho park, institute of fine arts, new York university, to conduct 
research for his dissertation on the portraiture of el Greco

slifka foundation interdisciplinary fellowship

angélique Wille, Bryn Mawr College, to conduct research for the 
 collection catalogues of early German and netherlandish paintings in 
The Metropolitan Museum of art

the jane and morgan whitney fellowships

anastassiia Botchkareva, harvard university, to conduct research for 
and to write her dissertation, “representational naturalism in Cross-
Cultural perspective: Changing Visual Cultures in Mughal india and 
safavid iran, 1580 – 1730”

Mazie harris, Brown university, to conduct research for her disserta-
tion, “Technology in Transition: portraits and patents of Broadway 
photography studios, 1854 – 1884”
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Galina Mardilovich, university of Cambridge, united Kingdom, to 
expand on her dissertation, “Modern printmaking in late imperial 
russia,” by conducting research on Western practices’ influence on 
russian developments in printmaking during the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries

Katie pfohl, harvard university, to conduct research for her dissertation, 
“american painting and the systems of World ornament”

allison stagg (phD, university College london, united Kingdom: 
2010), to prepare her dissertation, “The art of Wit: political Caricatures 
in the united states, 1787 – 1830,” for publication

Jonathan Tavares, Bard Graduate Center, to conduct research for and 
to write his dissertation, “samuel luke pratt and the armor Trade in 
Victorian england”

elizabeth Williams, institute of fine arts, new York university, to 
 conduct research for her dissertation, “private Jewelry, public Bodies: 
Women and adornment in the eastern Mediterranean (sixth – Tenth 
Centuries a.d.)”

Fellowships for Study in Conservation

sherman fairchild fellowship in conservation

sarah Kleiner (Ms, art Conservation, Winterthur/university of 
Delaware: 2010), to conduct technical analysis of a processional banner 
by spinello arentino 

andrew w. mellon fellowships in conservation

lisa Conte (Ma, art history, advanced Certificate in the Conservation 
of historic and artistic Works, Conservation Center, institute of 
fine arts, new York university: 2011), to conduct research on the 
 technical aspects of odilon redon’s lithographs in the collection of 
The Metropolitan Museum of art

luba Dovgan-nurse (Ma, Textile Conservation, southhampton 
university, united Kingdom: 2008), to conduct research on the conser-
vation of artifacts made from plants

abdelrazek elnaggar (phD, Conservation, Cairo university, egypt: 
2011), assistant lecturer, Conservation Department, faculty of 
archaeology, fayoum university, egypt, to conduct research on tanning 
materials in ancient egypt

robyn hodgkins, Chemistry, university of California, los angeles, 
to train in the use of state-of-the-art instrumentation

linda (Ying Chun) lin (Ma, Conservation of archaeological and 
ethnographic Materials, university of California, los angeles: 2010), 
to conduct research on asian amber

Mahmoud sallam (Ma, architectural Conservation, università Kore 
di enna, italy: 2009), Director of Conservation Department, supreme 
Council of antiquities, sohag, egypt, to conduct research on wood 
 fillers used in wooden objects as consolidate materials

amy Tjiong (Ma, art history, advanced Certificate in Conservation 
of artistic and historic Works, Conservation Center, institute of fine 
arts, new York university: 2010), to conduct research and to analyze a 
set of unstudied Nkisi power figures from the Congo region and to  
participate in the treatment and preparation of ethnographic objects 
for exhibition

research scholar in photograph conservation

Katherine sanderson (Ma, art history, advanced Certificate in 
Conservation of historic and artistic Works, Conservation Center, 
institute of fine arts, new York university: 2011), to conduct a color-
monitoring study of a collection of photographic works in The 
Metropolitan Museum of art

annette de la renta fellowship

anna Vila espuña (phD, analytical Chemistry Department, universitat 
de Barcelona, spain: 2007), to conduct research for her project, 
“understanding edward steichen’s pictorialist photographs in The 
Metropolitan Museum of art: elemental and Molecular non-invasive 
analyses” 

Fellowships for Curatorial Training

andrew w. mellon postdoctoral curatorial 
fellowships

Valeria Cafà (phD, istituto universitario di architettura di Venezia, 
italy: 2004), to conduct research for upcoming Metropolitan Museum 
publications and for independent research on fifteenth- and sixteenth-
century “architectural sculpture” featuring vegetal and grotesque motifs 
and drawings all’antica

Kei Yamamoto (phD, near and Middle eastern Civilizations, university 
of Toronto: 2009), to conduct research for an exhibition on Middle 
Kingdom egypt

Fellowships for Training in Curatorial and Educational 
Interpretation of Museum Collections

samuel h. kress foundation interpretive fellowship

emily perreault (Ma, Museum education, The George Washington 
university, Washington, D.C.: 2010), to participate in the planning 
and implementation of gallery tours for young audiences, particularly 
teens, focused on the theme of portraiture for both the permanent 
 collection and the exhibition ‘The renaissance portrait from Donatello 
to Bellini”

Professional Travel Grants

national antique and art dealers association of 
america, the art and antique dealers league of 
america, the art dealers association of america, and 
the private art dealers association fund

Min sun hwang, to travel to Japan to conduct onsite research on ramie 
textile and yarn production

lucretia Kargère, to travel to france to conduct joint art-historical and 
conservation research on the thirteenth-century effigy of Jean d’alluye 
in the abbey of la Clarté-Dieu

nancy Wu, to travel to france to conduct joint art-historical and con-
servation research on the thirteenth-century effigy of Jean d’alluye in 
the abbey of la Clarté-Dieu
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operating fund

Marjorie shelley, to travel to Windsor, united Kingdom, to take part in 
the attingham royal Collection studies program contributing to her 
proposed exhibition on artists’ materials in the cultural climate of the 
late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century, to be co-curated with Dita 
amory

Karen stamm, to travel to steuben, Maine, to attend the lichens, 
Biofilms, and Gravestones course at the humboldt field research 
institute

theodore rousseau memorial travel stipends

Barbara Boehm, to travel to france to conduct archival research for a 
published version of a talk presented at the British Museum, united 
Kingdom, “Grist for the Mill: a Medieval reliquary Bust recently 
Discovered at saint-flour”

asher Miller, to travel to paris to conduct research for a Metropolitan 
Museum of Art Bulletin article on the Museum’s Whitney Collection of 
primarily french artists of the period 1785 – 1850

Members of the Grants Committee

Melinda Watt, Chairman, associate Curator, european sculpture and 
Decorative arts, and supervising Curator, antonio ratti Textile Center 

stijn alsteens, Curator, Drawings and prints

linda Borsch, Conservator, objects Conservation

pete Dandridge, Conservator and administrator, objects Conservation

Christine Giuntini, Conservator, arts of africa, oceania, and the americas

John Guy, florence and herbert irving Curator of the arts of south and 
southeast asia, asian art

Charlotte hale, Conservator, paintings Conservation

soyoung lee, associate Curator, asian art

Walter liedtke, Curator, european paintings

rebecca McGinnis, Museum educator, Gallery and studio programs, 
education

Diana Craig patch, acting associate Curator in Charge, egyptian art

rebecca a. rabinow, Curator, Modern and Contemporary art

adriana rizzo, associate research scientist, Department of scientific 
research

Thayer Tolles, Curator, The american Wing

Melissa oliver-Janiak, ex officio, assistant Counsel, office of the 
senior Vice president, secretary, and General Counsel

peggy fogelman, ex officio, frederick p. and sandra p. rose Chairman 
of education

Carrie rebora Barratt, ex officio, associate Director for Collections 
and administration




